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Pope's encyclical taps demand for social justice

Climate change Pope's letter taps demand for social justice New York Times For Ben Lowe, an earnest young Christian, a revelation came on the shores of Lake Tanganyika in Africa. But the popeâ€™s encyclical

Whodunit playing out as
Vatican reels from encyclical leak

ENVIRONMENT

Encyclical Whodunit is playing out as Vatican reels from leak Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - There's something of a whodunit going on in the Vatican to discover who leaked Pope Francis' environment

Pope's surprising encyclical explores
themes of love, sex  An encyclical is always scrutinized closely for insight into a pope's thoughts and plans, and the first such document is seen as a "charter" for a new papacy. In the second half of the encyclical, the pope pays the economy some attention / Discussing the latest encyclical with social
ethics Professor William O'Neill In the Catholic tradition, encyclicals are open letters written by the pope to the bishops of the church, addressing big issues ranging from dangers to the world at large or the souls of church members. But

Heeding Pope Francis, Iowa Catholic leaders to pressure '16 field The vocal pivot from such traditional
social issues will mark the first time a U.S. Catholic bishop has publicly asked those seeking the White House to heed the admonitions of Francis' June encyclical, said

A Pope's Deadly Silence / Unpublished 1938 encyclical reveals Vatican's failure to condemn Nazism Passelecq, a Benedictine
monk and member of the Belgium Resistance during World War II, and Suchecky, a Jewish historian, write that they first heard about the unissued document from a series of articles.

What's a good Catholic to do? I found few references to the Bible but plenty to Encyclical Letters issued by various infallible popes, the same folks who
declared the Crusades were God's will and the sun orbited Earth. "It is necessary that

Papal mandate emphasizes care for immigrants Pushing back against conservative critics within the church who argue that the 81-year-old pope's focus on social issues has led him to lose sight of true doctrine, Francis again cast
himself, and the mission of

Pope calls for urgent action on environment

Francis has said he wanted the encyclical to be read by everyone - not just Catholics - and he notes in the introduction that the document is now part of the formal teaching "magisterium" of the Catholic Church.
Oscar Romero, Pope Paul VI canonized for service to poor

VATICAN

CITY - Pope Francis on Sunday praised two towering figures of the 20th century Catholic Church as

Pope's stand on global warming deepens
At the website of the Catholic journal First Things, a blogger accused the pope of promoting "theologized propaganda" on conservation - a post the journal's editor later disavowed - and published guidance by Pope urges 'revolution' to save Earth, fix 'perverse' economy. Environmental scientists said the first-ever
encyclical, or teaching document, on the environment could have a dramatic effect on the climate debate, lending the moral authority of the immensely popular Francis
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